VENTURE WITH PRUDENCE
A Seminar by A. Parthasarathy in Chennai

TUESDAY 4 JULY 2017 • RAJENDRA HALL, ITC GRAND CHOLA

“*A man who adds new meaning to the phrase Business Guru.*”
- Time Magazine on A. Parthasarathy

WHY YOU SHOULD BE HERE

Founding and managing enterprises requires you to set realistic goals for yourself and your team. There would be all round competition from different facets of business. An entrepreneur must be fully aware and prepared for all eventualities. And steer his ship through waves of challenges both external and internal. These are fundamental issues of business which you ought to know and prepare yourself even before you venture into it. All your problems are internal. Nothing in the world can disturb you except yourself. You make yourself you mar yourself.

EVENT DETAILS

Registration  6:15 pm • One hour talk followed by Q&A and dinner

Table of 8: Inner Table - Rs. 6,00,000 • Standard - Rs. 5,00,000

Contact: Jayshree Rajaram +91 94442 78830

Register Now
A. PARTHASARATHY
Philosopher & Business Guru

• Six decades of study and research on Vedanta.
• Author of eleven books including three best sellers.
• Has addressed World Bank, Young Presidents’ Organisation, Indian Cricket Team, Harvard, NASA, Stanford, Oxford, Google, Walt Disney et al.
• Founder and Guru of the Vedanta Academy.
• At age 90 continues to play cricket and win man-of-the-match awards competing alongside players one third his age.